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Abstract:

Motile cilia are integral for effectively distributing mucus and other cell secretions within the 
respiratory tract. The initiation and anchoring of these motile cilia are orchestrated by 
centriole-like structures known as basal bodies at the cell cortex on the apical side. Despite 
their crucial role, the simultaneous execution of the complex processes involved in 
nucleating and patterning basal bodies, while expanding the apical domain of the cell, 
remains poorly understood.

In our study, utilizing a combination of imaging techniques, we identify actin as the primary 
driver behind these intricate processes. We observe actin reorganizing into cables and 
meshwork to fulfill diverse tasks: transporting basal bodies from the basal to the apical side 
via cables, and distributing basal bodies across the apical domain while expanding it through 
meshwork. Our high-resolution and high-speed imaging analyses reveal a correlation 
between basal body dynamics and actin meshwork reorganization. Furthermore, while basal 
bodies display diffusive behavior locally, they exhibit directional motion at the scale of the 
apical domain. We propose that this complex behavior may stem from actin polymerization 
and cross-linking, generating the pushing force required for apical domain expansion.
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